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Abstract. Because the images in the face video clips are affected by factors such as oc-
clusion and light changes, the quality of each frame is poor, and the actual video sequence
is too long, which leads to the complexity and low accuracy of the video face recognition
model. In order to solve the above problems, a frame structure-aware aggregation net-
work is proposed to construct an overall video frame feature representation. First, the
multi-scale feature extraction module is used to learn the feature representation of video
frames, and then the feature aggregation network is trained and the corresponding weights
are assigned to the feature representation of each video frame to achieve the purpose of
evaluating the importance of frames. At the same time, the context information is ef-
fectively modeled by combining the mining of frame relationships. Compared with the
traditional method of selecting key frames for recognition, the method in this paper can
more efficiently utilize the features of each video frame and its spatial structure infor-
mation. The results of experiments on two public video face recognition datasets, IJB-A
and YTF, show that our scheme has a certain improvement in video face recognition
performance.
Keywords: Video face recognition technology, Multi-scale feature extraction module,
Feature aggregation network, Correlation between frames

1. Introduction. A breakthrough in face recognition technology will improve the effi-
ciency of tasks such as video surveillance and person identification [1]. Video has one
more time dimension than images, which can be understood as an ordered set of im-
ages. It is particularly important of how to extract feature representations from video
sequences that are beneficial to recognition. At present, there are mainly two types of
advanced video face recognition models: 1) extracting key frames for recognition, 2) us-
ing all frames of video sequences for recognition. We believe that low-quality frames still
have important value for the preservation of video integrity and structural information.
[2] proposes a new aggregation adversarial network, which aggregates high-quality face
images from low-quality video frames through the competitive relationship formed by the
aggregation module and the discriminator. [3] proposes a context-aware feature aggrega-
tion scheme to perceive complementary information between video frames. [4] proposes
a video face recognition algorithm based on aggregated local spatiotemporal descriptors,
which aggregates temporal and spatial continuity information in videos. Based on this,
this paper performs feature fusion on all video frames, so that it keeps the filtering of
noise information and fuses the inter-frame structure information.

Methods for face recognition using whole video sequences are mainly divided into two
stages, namely learning more accurate features and building frame aggregation models. [5]
proposes a deep aggregation model (Neural Aggregation Network, NAN), which creatively
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separates the feature extraction and aggregation stages. Descriptors assign weights and
then fuse the feature representations of all video frames together by weighted averaging,
but NAN does not exploit the temporal dimension of the video. On this basis, [6] proposes
a recurrent embedded aggregation neural network, in the process of feature aggregation
by redesigning the long short-term memory to integrate temporal information, thereby
avoiding noise introduced by redundant video frames. [7] proposes an ordered weighted
aggregation network that introduces an ordered weighted average operator in the process
of video frame feature aggregation, which can combine the feature information of each
element with the sorting, reducing the model while improving the recognition accuracy.
The second part of this paper mainly introduces our two important contributions, the

third part will be divided into three subsections to describe the overall framework of this
scheme, the fourth part will design experiments to verify the scheme of this paper, and
the final summary and outlook are in the fifth part.

2. Our Main Contributions. The scheme in this paper considers the complex interre-
lationships and location structure information between video frames, and efficiently fuses
features to improve the performance of video face recognition models. This paper propos-
es an inter-frame structure-aware aggregation network combined with multi-scale feature
extraction for video face recognition. The main contributions are as follows.
1) Design a multi-scale feature extraction network to learn video frame feature rep-

resentations. The feature extraction network designed in this paper maintains efficient
learning of features at different scales while adapting to local feature scale changes.
2) A frame structure-aware aggregation network is proposed to aggregate the features

of video frames. Considering the mutual competition and cooperation between each video
frame, the features are aggregated more efficiently.

3. Overall Framework. Figure 1 shows the overall framework of the scheme in this
paper, which is mainly divided into two stages: 1) In the feature extraction stage, input
n frames of video frames to be tested, and then use the designed multi-scale feature ex-
traction network to learn the feature representation {fn} of each frame, so as to obtain
the overall feature sequence of the video; 2) The feature aggregation stage receives the
output of the previous stage as input, which is used to train the frame structure-aware

Figure 1. The overall framework of the program
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aggregation network to adaptively predict the weights for each frame feature vector. Fi-
nally, these sequences, which fuse the overall information of the video and the structural
information between frames, are aggregated into a feature vector r. This feature vector
will be used to complete subsequent recognition tasks.

3.1. Multi-scale feature extraction network. The multi-scale feature extraction net-
work designed in this paper is shown in Figure 2. The actual number of convolutional layers
will be appropriately deepened, in order to establish a convolutional neural network with
strong semantics on multiple scales. Taking this feature, we introduce this structure into
the feature learning process of video faces to extract features of different scales of faces,
and also adapt to the scale changes of local features caused by video frames over time. This
also greatly improves the efficiency of the subsequent feature aggregation process.

Figure 2. Multi-scale feature extraction network

The network can be divided into three parts, namely global feature extraction, local
feature extraction and feature fusion operations. The backbone convolutional network
gradually reduces the input feature map scale, while the Local Aggregation Network
(LANet) is used to adaptively learn local descriptors. After obtaining the feature maps
of multiple scales and local details of the face, deconvolution is used for upsampling, and
finally the Concat fusion operation is performed.

LANet is based on the framework given in [8]. This scheme inserts LANet between the
backbone convolutional layers, which consists of two convolutional layers of size, which
are used to aggregate inter-channel spatial information into one channel. The application
of this structure makes more informative local features have higher attention, while less
important features will be further ignored.

3.2. Frame structure-aware aggregation module. As an individual, a single video
frame has unique feature representation and location information. On the other hand,
when we look at the video as a whole, each frame will have a certain correlation with
other frames, and it also has an important impact on the integrity of the video. Consider
a video clip F = {f1,f2,f3, . . . ,fn}, where fi is the feature vector of the video frame, and
n represents the number of frames in the video. The details of the frame structure-aware
aggregation module proposed in this paper are shown in Figure 3.

Defining fi : fj as the mutual relationship between the i frame and the j frame, this
relationship is calculated by the following formula:

si,j = fi : fj = ϕs(fi)
Tψs(fj) (1)

where ϕs and ψs are called embedding functions. In the process of training the network
to mine the structural relationship between frames, the 1× 1 convolution and BN layers
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Figure 3. Frame structure-aware aggregation module

are used to realize these two operations, and the ReLU activation function is introduced
to obtain

ϕs(fi) = ReLU(Wϕfi) (2)

ψs(fj) = ReLU(Wψfj) (3)

Then, use S(i,:) = [si1, si2, si3, . . . , sin] to represent the relationship vector between
the ith frame and each video frame. In contrast, S(:,i) = [s1i, s2i, s3i, . . . , sni] is used
to represent the relationship vector between each video frame and the ith frame, where
i = 1, . . . , n. These two vectors fuse the position and structure information of the frame
corresponding to the video segment F . Finally, we combine S(i,:) and S(:,i) by the following
formula:

σi = Sigmoid
(
W2ReLU

(
W1S

T
(i,:)S(:,i)

))
(4)

where σi is called the position factor or the structure factor, and this parameter can better
help us determine the importance of a certain frame in the video sequence. We introduce
this factor when subsequently training the network to assign weights to video frames.
We denote the descriptor obtained after the fusion of relation vector and frame feature

as vi, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The descriptor includes not only all the features of each frame,
but also its structural relationship and position information with the overall video frame.
Next, flatten vi into a D-dimensional vector to obtain the corresponding weights by

en = σnq
Tfn (5)

wn =
exp(en)∑
i exp(ei)

(6)

The structure factor assigns weights based on structure information to each frame
while the initialization kernel q is multiplied by the frame features, and the final video
face feature r is aggregated by the following formula:

r =
n∑
i=1

wivi (7)

By combining context and video frame structure information, the less important frames
in the fusion process will further reduce the influence, while also making the resulting
feature vectors more discriminative. Figure 4 presents the results of assigning weights to
typical examples in the dataset using our method.

3.3. Training of the network. During the training of the model, we combine the two
modules, resulting in an end-to-end training approach. First, do not introduce σn and
initialize q with all-zero, and train on the experimental dataset; then fix the parameter
q, then introduce σn and further fine-tune the model. The average contrastive loss [9] is
minimized by constructing two shared-weight frame structure-aware aggregation networks,
while the optimizer uses Adam [10].
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Figure 4. Typical examples showing the weights of the images in the
image sets computed by our method

4. Experimental Results and Analysis.

4.1. Dataset of the experiment. To evaluate the proposed scheme, we conduct ex-
periments on two publicly available video face recognition datasets: IJB-A [11] and YTF
[12]. IJB-A is a dataset for face detection and recognition. It contains 55,026 video frames
and 7,011 video clips, most of which were shot in unconstrained environments in the wild,
which are very close to the faces captured by video surveillance data. The YTF dataset
contains 3,425 videos of 1,595 objects, which are from users on the YouTube website and
most of them use mobile devices to shoot, so the quality of face videos is slightly higher.

In the preprocessing stage, the MTCNN model [13] is used to detect face images in the
dataset, and the input video frame size is 224 × 224. In experiments, we compare this
scheme with simple aggregation strategies such as average pooling and 2D convolution,
and also with state-of-the-art video face recognition models.

The experimental environment is based on Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU, the
initial learning rate is set to 0.001, the batch size is set to 128, and the number of training
iterations is set to 500.

4.2. Experimental evaluation based on dataset IJB-A. In the experimental evalu-
ation process for the IJB-A dataset, video clips of 384 objects were selected as input, and
TAR and FAR were introduced to evaluate the performance of each model. FAR means
False Accept Rate, which is equal to the proportion of treating objects with different
labels as the same one. TAR means True Accept Rate, which is equal to the proportion
of objects whose similarity is greater than the threshold T when comparing objects with
the same label. Under the same FAR, the higher the TAR value, the better the model
performance. Table 1 shows the experimental results of different models on this dataset.

Table 1. Comparison of TAR@FAR using IJB-A dataset

Methods
Verification TAR (%)

FAR = 0.001 FAR = 0.01 FAR = 0.1
NAN 87.66 95.72 97.69

DCNNs [14] − 83.80 96.70
CNN+AvePool 84.14 93.54 96.87
VGGFace [15] 80.51 91.50 95.33

Ours 87.73 96.32 98.34
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In the experiment, the comparison model CNN+AvePool simply average pools the
features to generate the final overall feature representation of the video frame. NAN uses
weighted average to give weights to each video frame in the process of feature aggregation
and then combine them. DCNNs are unconstrained face image recognition models based
on deep convolutional networks. VGGFace is a traditional static face recognition model.
As can be seen from Table 1, DCNNs, CNN+AvePool and VGGFace perform the worst

among all the models in the experiments. Compared with the latter two, NAN has a 2-4
percent higher TAR when FAR = 0.01. The model proposed in this paper has a TAR of
87.73% and 96.32% when the FAR is 0.001 and 0.01, respectively. When FAR = 0.1, our
method also outperforms the comparison model. In general, the method in this paper has
the best performance among the four models in the comparative experiments.
In order to discuss the influence of the number of input video frames on the method

in this paper, we also changed the number of frames to test accordingly, and the results
are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen from the figure, when the number of input frames
is 15 frames, the experimental results of the method in this paper based on the IJB-A
dataset achieve the best results. When FAR = 0.01, TAR = 0.9632. However, when the
number of input frames exceeds 15 frames and gradually increases, the model performance
gradually decreases.

Figure 5. The influence of the number of input frames on the accuracy of
the model

4.3. Experimental evaluation based on dataset YTF. Next, the proposed scheme
is tested on the YTF dataset. The experimental results of the proposed method and the
comparative model are shown in Table 2. Among them, VGGFace is mainly a recognition
model for static face images, and its performance is poor when applied to video datasets,
with an accuracy rate of only 92.41%. For the more advanced video face recognition models
NAN and REAN, the recognition accuracy rates reached 95.72% and 96.60%, respectively.
CNN+MaxPool has the worst recognition accuracy. In contrast, the method in this paper
and CNN+AvePool increase the accuracy by 8.51% and 6.84%, respectively. REAN adopts
the structure of recurrent neural network. QAN adds a branch of quality scores to the
recognition network. FaceNet uses a deep convolutional neural network to learn to map
images to Euclidean space, and spatial distance is related to image similarity. Compared
with the frame structure-aware aggregation module in this paper, the recognition accuracy
is not much different.
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Table 2. Comparison of verification accuracy using YTF dataset

Methods Accuracy (%) Methods Accuracy (%)
VGGFace 92.41 C-FAN [16] 96.50
REAN 96.60 QAN [17] 96.17
NAN 95.72 DAN 94.28

CNN+AvePool 95.18 Wen et al. [18] 94.90
CNN+MaxPool 88.34 FaceNet [19] 95.52

Ours 96.85 DeepID2+ [20] 93.20

It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the number of frames increases from 3 to 6,
the recognition effect of the model in this paper is greatly improved; with the further
increase of the number of frames, the effect of the model gradually improves, but it is
not obvious. The best results are achieved when the number of input frames is 12, and
the validation accuracy is 96.85%. When the number of frames exceeds 12 frames, the
accuracy trend is almost unchanged, but still maintains a high recognition accuracy. It
can be seen that since the method in this paper mainly focuses on the relationship and
structural information between video frames, the number of input frames has a certain
influence on it.

5. Conclusions. Aiming at the difficulty of face recognition in video, this paper proposes
a frame structure-aware aggregation method combined with multi-scale feature extraction
network from the perspective of decomposing video frames. The network effectively mod-
els the video context information, mines the position information contained in each frame
of face image, and makes it affect the subsequent feature aggregation process. We con-
ducted corresponding comparative experiments on the two public datasets, IJB-A and
YTF, and proved that it has good performance. In the follow-up work, we will consider
the segmentation strategy, divide the video frames into several ordered sets, and discuss
the inter-relationships within and between sets to obtain more reasonable structure-aware
information, thereby further improving the performance of the model.
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